Numerical simulate the sound field of the Ⅱ interface sector cement missing in the vertical well. And study the influencing factors of the characteristic wave amplitude and travel time by the sector missing angle, the fluid ring thickness, and the formation media and so on. It is considered that the sector missing angle has a great influence on the amplitude of the characteristic wave, but has little influence on the first wave travel time. As the sector missing angle increases, the characteristic wave amplitude also increases. When the thickness of the fluid ring is greater than a certain value (5mm), the thickness of the fluid ring increases. The amplitude of the characteristic wave increases gradually when the sector missing angle is the same. From the influencing factors of characteristic wave amplitude change, we can see that the angle change of sector cement missing is equivalent to the fluid ring thickness change.
INTRODUCTION
In order to ensure the normal implementation of the oil production operations in the oilfield, it needs to pour the cement between the casing and the formation that is cementing. Due to cementing operations, in some locations there will be a lack of cement, and cracks between the casing and the formation that is the channel. The channel destroys the axisymmetric structure of the wellbore, and has a serious impact on the normal operation of the well. It studies the sound field of the casing _________________________ well with channel, in order to detect the presence of channeling, the size and the location. In the process of the traditional channel problem research, it is not sure whether it is an analytic method or numerical calculation method. All assume that the cement layer is completely off (That is equivalent to the existence of a 360° channel). This is not consistent with the actual situation. In the vertical wellbore, due to the construction process, in the cement preparation process it will form a sector channel in parallel to the well axis.
At present, many scholars have studied the vertical well sector channel [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . The SBT logging tool is very good to solve the problem of local lack in vertical wells. It is considered that the sector missing field is affected by the missing angle and other factors. This paper studies the factors such as the missing angle, the missing fluid ring thickness, and the well formation media and so on. Which influence on the characteristic wave of Ⅱ interface sector cement missing sound field. In order to improve the cementing quality evaluation of the Ⅱ interface sector cement missing well, and perfect sector evaluation system of missing sound field.
It generally uses 3-D staggered grid finite difference method to simulate some complex non-axisymmetric wellbore [7] [8] [9] [10] . This method has generally good performance, which is almost suitable for all the complex structure sound field. The sector cement missing wellbores is typical non-axisymmetric wellbores. And it is not suitable to simulate with traditional real axis integration method. As for this paper's problem, such as simulating the different missing angles, the multiple missing fluid ring thicknesses, the well formation media changes and so on. There are all non-axisymmetric complex sound field. Therefore, this paper is suitable for using a 3-D finite difference method. Which is based on stress-velocity to simulate the sector cement missing sound field in vertical wells.
NUMERICAL SIMULATION METHOD OF THE SECTOR CEMENT MISSING SOUND FIELD The Sector Cement Missing Model
The vertical casing well model and the borehole cross section of the Ⅱ Interface sector cement missing model as shown in Fig. 1 .
The medium from the inside to the outside in turn represents the borehole fluid, the steel casing, the cement ring, the formation in the well. H represents the channeling trough thickness. When H is less than the thickness of cement ring with 30.0mm, it indicates the existence Ⅱ Interface channel in well. It represents the existence of Ⅱ interface characteristic wave. 
Use 2-order difference in time, and use 8-order difference in space. It obtains nine different formulas of velocity and stress, as shown in (2) . 
The finite difference simulation results need to meet the convergence and stability. And the time step of stability as shown in (3).
And the convergence of the spatial interval as shown in (4). In the 3-D finite difference simulation, there exists the false reflection of manmade boundary because of the limited computing space. This paper uses the noncracked perfect matching method (NPML) to weaken this boundary reflection [11] .
The Material Parameter
The sound source uses the Gaussian sine wave in this paper. The center frequency is 18 kHz and the bandwidth is 6 kHz. The casing radius is 0.06285m and the casing wall thickness is 0.007m. The material parameters in the wellbore are shown in Table 1 : 
STUDY ON THE CHARACTERISTIC WAVE OF SECTION CEMENT MISSING IN VERTICAL WELL The Sector Cement Missing Characteristic Wave in Fast Formation
Study the relationship between the characteristic wave (the first wave amplitude and the travel time) and the Ⅱ interface sector missing angle in the fast formation. Contrast the 360° missing and the fully cemented. We can see that the 360° missing amplitude is significantly much smaller than the amplitude of the fully cemented. And the first wave travel time is significantly much faster than that of the fully cemented. This is due to the facts that the first wave of the 360° missing is the Ⅱ interface characteristic wave, but the first wave of the fully cemented is stratigraphic wave. The Ⅱ interface characteristic wave amplitude which is portion missing is smaller than that of stratigraphic wave which is the fully cemented. While the characteristic waves travel time is less than the stratigraphic wave travel time.
The relationship between the characteristic wave (the first wave amplitude and the ravel time) and the Ⅱ interface sector missing angle when the thickness of the fluid ring is 10.0 mm as shown in Fig.3 . Overall, the first wave amplitude of the characteristic wave increases with the increase of the missing angle. With the cementing quality deteriorated, the first wave amplitude of characteristic wave gradually increased. And the travel time of the characteristic wave is not related to the missing angle. From the peak the curve can also be found. The amplitude of the first wave is not obvious when the missing angle is less than 90°, and the amplitude of the first wave decreases with the increase of the missing angle when the missing angle is less than 45°. This is because the position of the Ⅱ interface channel increases with the increase of the missing angle, and the characteristic wave energy is added. The amplitude of the characteristic wave increases with the increase of the missing angle. The arrival time of the first wave must be the Ⅱ interface characteristic wave when there is an angle missing. As long as the same missing thickness, the travel time of the first wave will not change a little.
The results of the fluid rings thickness are 1.0 mm, 5.0 mm and 15.0 mm as shown in Fig. 4 .
The three curves in the graph all show that the first wave amplitude of the characteristic wave increases with the increase of the missing angle. The distribution of the peak curve when the fluid ring thickness is 5.0 mm is consistent with that of 15.0mm, while the trough values and the average are quite different. The distribution curves are almost linearly distributed when the fluid ring thickness is 1.0mm and 15.0mm. It only changes when the missing angle is less than 30°. It can be found that the first wave amplitude of the characteristic wave increases with the increase of the missing angle. The amplitude of the missing thickness is 1.0mm, which is greater than that of 5.0mm and 10.0mm. If the missing thickness is greater than 5.0mm, the characteristic wave amplitude increases with the increase of the missing thickness when the missing angle is the same. This change has some differences when the missing angle is less than 45°. The reason that the amplitude of the characteristic wave is interfered by other factors, such as the missing angle is too small , the missing thickness is quite small and so on.
From a certain missing angle or fluid ring thickness, the overall characteristic wave amplitude increases with the increase of the missing angle or the fluid ring thickness. Therefore, it can be considered that the characteristic wave amplitude varies with the missing angle, which is equivalent to that of the channel fluid ring thickness.
The Sector Cement Missing Characteristic Wave in Slow Formation
In the simulation of the fast formation, there exists a P-wave velocity which is 3800m/s. At this time, stratigraphic wave travel time is faster, which is close to the characteristic wave. Then, we simulate the case that the formation wave velocity is 3000 m/s (the slow formation), and other parameters are consistent with the previous. The sound field of different missing angles as shown in Fig. 6 . In the slow formation, the distribution of the characteristic wave first wave amplitude changes with the missing angles in different fluid ring thickness as shown in Fig. 7 .
From the case of 360° missing and fully cemented it can be seen that the first wave travel time of stratigraphic wave is 0.584ms. It is significantly much bigger than first wave travel time of the characteristic wave which is 0.438ms. In this case the interference is relatively small between the stratigraphic wave and the characteristic wave, then using characteristic wave evaluation the Ⅱ interface cement cementing situation is much easier. The distribution in Fig.5 and Fig.7 are so similar. So it can be verified that the judgment obtained from Fig.5 is correct.
CONCLUSIONS
The paper uses different sector missing to simulate the Ⅱ interface local cement channel in a vertical well. And it considers the first wave is the Ⅱ interface characteristic wave when the Ⅱ interface local channeling.
First, the first wave amplitude of the characteristic wave increases with the increase of the missing angle. The amplitude change is smaller when the missing angle is less than 45°. The first wave travel time of the characteristic wave is not affected by the missing angle.
Second, if the missing thickness is greater than 5.0mm, the characteristic wave amplitude increases with the increase of the missing thickness when the missing angle is same.
Third, the fluid ring thickness and the sector missing angle both affect the amplitude of the characteristic wave, and their variation characteristics are equivalent.
Through studying the changes of the Ⅱ interface characteristic wave in sector cement missing sound field, we can gain three conclusions as shown above. Which can improve the cementing quality evaluation system of the missing sound field. And provides important theoretical basis for the possible occurrence of oilfield oil production operations and water injection operations.
